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Purpose

I Construct a device for quickly conducting optical Fourier analysis
I Explore an alternate capability for predicting violent solar weather
I Investigte the coupling of solar convection layers
I Conduct short and long-term analysis of solar convection behavior
I Create future research opportunities in astronomy at OSU

Background

I Solar convection: the rising and falling of hot and cool plasma in the sun
I Several convection regions

I Granulation (1 km dia., surface convection region)
I Mesogranulation (5 km dia., second deepest convection region)
I Supergranulation (30 km dia., deepest convection region)

I Problem with modeling: regions couple and interact with each other. Other
factors (mixing, varying surface temp., etc.) also make modeling difficult

I Solution: experimental observation can help shed light on convection layer
interaction and improve models

I One possible approach: Optical Fourier analysis of the sun’s photosphere.
Regular observation of recurring subtle spatial periodicities could help
predict and understand solar behavior and events

Ronchi Ruling Analysis

I A converging lens can be used to bring the far-field
diffraction pattern to the lens’ focal plane (aka. F.T. plane)

I Use DMD to transmit components of focal plane
I Re-collimate filtered image
I Analyze filtered image using a CCD camera

I No filtering of F.T. plane results in original optical pattern
I Transmitting each set of spots farther from F.T.’s center

results in imaging a higher spatial frequency component
I Intensity of spatial frequency components decreases as

distance from DMD center increases

I Average taken of maximum intensities in a spatial
frequency component image and compared to
corresponding spot in F.T. plane

I Intensities are greater than expected from Fourier theory
I Divergence of incident beam may be the culprit

The Digital Micromirror Device

I .55” XGA DMD from Texas Instruments
I 1024 x 768 array of 10.8µm wide pixels
I Each mirror can individually take an ”on”

or ”off” position, permitting high
precision filtering

I One computational FFT takes approx.
30 seconds to complete, but the DMD is
capable of producing different array
patterns at ˜32,000 Hz

I Transmission of filtered optical images to
a photodiode could analyze thousands
of frequency components in seconds Mirror positions and respective reflection angles

Parallel Work: Optical Masking

I Utilize DMD as a manipulative
mask in telescope focal plane

I Block bright objects for
overexposure images
I Weaker binary star viewing
I Circumstellar disk observation

I Experiments involve blocking a
simulated star 5000 times more
intense than its dim companion

I Angular resolutions of 3.4
arcsec currently achievable

I Current goal: Image Polaris Ab
(0.17 arcsec from Polaris Aa)

Simulated binary star system Weaker star now observable

Computational FFT Analysis

I Image collected at the telescope eyepiece, Python program computes the Fourier transform
I Analyze periodicity dominance quantitatively in Python’s 1-D FFT using:

Dx =
Wx

λx

Dx = Distance from center of FFT image
λx = spatial wavelength corresponding to FFT position Dx

Wx = Total width of image on x-axis

I Spatial wavelengths on super and mesogranulation scales currently resolvable

Current work: Fourier Analysis Through a Telescope

I Find spatial frequencies in
F.T. plane using

2π
λx

=
2πX
λR

λx = spatial wavelength corresponding to
F.T. position R
λ = optical wavelength of light source
X = distance from FFT pattern center
R = distance from object to F.T. plane

I Current Challenge: Without the
human eye lens, telescope adds
structure to the image. Need to
experiment with lenses to try
removing image structure Eyepiece acts as the converging lens creating the F.T. plane
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Overall Status of Project

I A compact device for telescope mounting in the outdoor environment must be produced
I Until a mount is created, camera adapters for astronomical photography will allow for

computational FFT analysis of supergranules and mesogranules in the upcoming spring
I Scaling on Python’s FFT algorithms must be related to intensities measured using a photodiode

to compare more than relative intensities in the F.T. plane
I Tracking capabilities using a telescope mount motor would allow for solar analysis and optical

mask imaging on long timescales
I Additional applications for the DMD can also be investigated

I Microscopy
I Holography
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